1. Begin by ink distressing the Sorbet BTP with Sorbet Ink and add journaling lines around all of the White CS including the four journaling strips.

2. Stamp 1 Sorbet heart on the edge of each of the 4 journaling strips as shown. Next stamp the words BEST DAY in Glacier Ink, and the word EVER in Sorbet ink, along with hearts.

3. Create faux bow out of 2 3/4” piece of Coral Shimmer Trim (leave back on) by wrapping it around into a loop and attaching the ends together with a glue dot. Next, take the backing off of the 1 1/4” piece, and wrap it around the middle of the circle to create the bow. Secure the ends of this with a glue dot as well. Attach it to the grey arrow complement with a glue dot as shown.

4. Begin with page 1 by attaching the large Sorbet polka dot BTP 1” from the top and flush with the right side. This is your anchor piece and all others will follow. Do the same on page 2. You can now attach your 4x6 Photo mats approx. 1” down from the top of the Sorbet Polka Dot BTP. Follow with the 6-3x4 photo mats.

5. Now attach the 1/2” wide strips of Glacier CS to the tops and bottoms of the photo mats as shown.

6. Attach the 6” strip of Arrow BTP below the Glacier CS on page 1 as shown. Do the same on page 2.

7. Attach the 1/2 x 2” wide piece of Polka BTP to the top of page 1 as shown, followed by the Glacier CS.

8. Cut a 1 3/4” strip of Coral Shimmer Trim and cut banner ends into both sides. Attach to the Glacier CS, followed by the Slate Arrow Complement that has the faux Coral Shimmer Trim bow.

9. On page 2, cut a banner end into the “Best Day” piece, and then glue to the Sorbet CS. Once together, cut the banner end into the Sorbet CS so it matches perfectly. Do the same with the White CS stamped “EVER.”

10. Finish the layout the complements shown or any you like. Add a piece of Coral Shimmer Trim with banner ends behind the “the story” complement and adding 3/4” banner end strips of coral shimmer trim behind the White CS journaling strips on page 2.
1. Begin by cutting all banner ends and ink distressing the Sorbet BTP and Sorbet CS with Sorbet Ink. Now add journaling lines around all of the White CS Photo mats.

2. STAMPING: On your scrap White CS, stamp the camera 1x in Glacier and 1x in Sorbet. Stamp the heart 1x in Glacier. On your scraps of Glacier CS, stamp the heart 2x with Glacier ink. Cut all of these out.

3. Embellish the stamped Camera by adding a Blue (Oceanside sequins) or Silver large Sequin to the center lens, and then a medium sparkle on top of that.

4. Begin with page 1 by attaching the Sorbet polka dot BTP 1” from the top and flush with the inside edge. This is your anchor piece and all others will follow. Follow this with the multicolor Triangle BTP, and then finally the Pear Polka Dot BTP. Do the same on page 2, following the picture AS SHOWN.

5. Attach both of the Sorbet CS pieces approx. 1/2” up from the bottom of the BTP’s, flush with the inside edge.

6. Now add your 4x6 photo mats beginning at the top, approx. 3/4” from the top of the BTP’s, leaving a 1/4” gap on all sides. Finish by adding the other photo mats as shown in the photo.

7. You are now ready to add the finishing touches to the layout using the Complements and stamped images. Place these on the layout, as shown. Use 3D foam tape to pop up any of the complements you like.

**Note, I glued the Vellum heart complement to a scrap of Glacier CS and trimmed around it, on page 1. You can choose any color you like.

**Note, when I want to pop up a complement, I add the 3D Foam tape, then sprinkle on some baby powder to remove sticky from the rest of the complement, then remove the backing off the Foam tape and add to the layout.
1. Begin by cutting all banner ends and ink distressing the Sorbet BTP and Sorbet CS with Sorbet Ink. Now add journaling lines around all of the White CS Photo mats. Stamp the arrow in Sorbet ink onto White CS and cut.

2. Create faux bow out of 2.75” piece of Coral Shimmer Trim (leave back on) by wrapping it around into a loop and attaching the ends together with a glue dot. Next, take the backing off of the 1 1/4” piece, and wrap it around the middle of the circle to create the bow. This will be attached to the cluster of banners at the top of page 1, as shown.

3. Assemble the Cricut Cut “Love Life” pocket card beginning by attaching the 1x1.5” piece of Sorbet CS to the back behind the word life. Next, place (DO NOT GLUE) the Glacier 2.5 x 4 piece behind the Pocket card and trace the heart. This will be your guide to place 3 short strips of coral shimmer trim down to get the glittered heart shown in the picture. Once that is done, glue the Glacier piece to the back, add 3D foam tape and its ready to go.

4. Begin on page 1 by attaching the 8x10 piece of Glacier CS 1” from the top and flush with the base page. Add the Sorbet Polka Dot BTP next to it as shown. Do the same on page 1. Finish by adding the 1/2 x 11.5” strip of Sorbet CS to the top and bottom of both pages as shown. Add an 11.5” piece of Coral Shimmer Trim to the center of each of these strips, if you like.

5. Begin adding the photo mats as shown, leaving a small gap around each one. Using your mini glue pen, attach the days of the week to the Glacier CS above each photo mate by ONLY adding adhesive to the very top. This ensures you will be able to add the photo down to the photo mat, sliding right under each “Day” piece.

6. Take your 2 strips of Arrow BTP and add a small bit of adhesive to each end and place on the 2 photo mats as shown. This gives you the option to slide your photo UNDER it OR to place it directly on top.

7. On each of the 7 journaling strips, stamp the small heart with Glacier ink, and then write the first letter of each of the days of the week on each one. I began with M because “Monday” was the first vellum complement on the page.

8. Finish page with complements and stamped arrow. Attach bow to banner cluster with a Glue Dot.
Zoe 6-Page Scrapbook Kit
Cutting Guide

Key:

• L1 = Layout 1    CS = Cardstock
• L2 = Layout 2    BTP= Background Texture Paper
• L3 = Layout 3    Zip Strip = top 1/2” of each BTP

Cutting Tips:

• Before cutting, pull out both base pages for each 2 page layout and stack into their own pile.
• As you begin cutting each color of CS and BTP, lay it in the corresponding layout pile so when you are done cutting, you can quickly assemble according to the Color Photo Instruction Guide.
• This kit requires extra CS & Bulk BTP besides what comes in a paper packet but you can make substitutions to try and use more of what comes in the pack.

Layout Bases:
Layout #1 = Whisper CS
Layout #2 = Whisper CS
Layout #3 = Whisper CS

Assembly Tips:

• You do not have to draw journaling lines around the photo mats as shown. Sponging them would look great too.
• You can ink distress the edge of any of the papers after cutting to give a bolder look to the layout.
• **I sponged Sorbet ink onto all Sorbet CS and the polka dot BTP

Additional Supplies Needed:

• 6 Sheets of Whisper CS
• 2 Sheets of White Daisy
• 1 extra Sheet of Bulk Zoe BTP (could substitute the Pear Polka Dot BTP on one of the layouts)
• Zoe Complements
• Coral Shimmer Trim
• Zoe WOTG Stamp Set
• Glacier & Sorbet Ink (sponging & stamping)
• Sparkles
• Oceanside or Silver Sequins (camera lens, layout 2)
• Mini Glue Pen (for tops of vellum "days" complements, layout #3)
• Black Journaling Pen
• 3D Foam Tape
• Baby Powder
Sorbet Polka Dot
BTP

L1 = 5 x 10

L1 = 7 x 10

L1 = 2 x \frac{1}{2}

Sorbet Polka Dot
BTP

L2 = 3 x 10

L2 = 9 x 10
**Sorbet Polka Dot BTP**

L3 = 3 1/2 x 10

L3 = 5 1/2 x 10

---

**Triangle BTP**

* Make sure the arrow print on the backside is going vertically

L2 = 2 1/2 x 10

L2 = 5 1/2 x 10

L1 = 1 1/4 x 6

L1 = 1 1/4 x 7

---

**Arrow BTP**

(backside)

L3 = 5/8 x 3 3/4

L3 = 5/8 x 1 1/4
**Using the Grey side of this BTP, cut the "Love Life" pocket card at 4" using the Artfully Sent Cartridge.**

Pg. 30

| L3 = 1 ½ x 1 ¼  
(use backside of BTP) |
| L2 = 1 x 10 |
| L2 = ½ x 10 |

---

**Pear Polka Dot BTP**

---

| L1 = 4 x 6 |
| L2 = 4 x 6 |

| L1 = 4 x 6 |
| L2 = 4 x 6 |

| L1 = 4 x 6 |
| L2 = 4 x 6 |

---

**White CS**

| L2 = 4 x 6 |
| L2 = 4 x 6 |

| L2 = 4 x 6 |
| L2 = 4 x 6 |

| L2 = 4 x 6 |
| L2 = 4 x 6 |
White CS

L1 = 3 x 4
L1 = 3 x 4
L1 = 1 ½ x 5
(banner)
L3 = 3 ½ x 2

* Use this area for stamping 1 glacier camera, 1 sorbet camera & 1 glacier heart
White CS

L2 = 2 1/2 x 2 1/2

L2 = 1 1/4 x 1/2
(banner end + stamp
"you are my")

Sorbet CS

L2 = 11 1/2 x 1 1/2 (cut 1 banner end)

L3 = 11 1/2 x 1/2

L1 = 5 1/2 x 1 3/4
(cut 1 banner end)

L3 = 4 1/2 x 1 3/4

L2 = 5 1/8 x 1 1/4

L2 = 2 3/8 x 1 1/4

L3 = 1 1/2 x 1

L2 = 1/4 x 1 1/4 (trim for glacier banner with
"snap shot" complement)

Goes behind
Life